
Sollenberger, Dennis

From: Patricia Gardner [Patricia.Gardner@dep.state. nj.us]
Sent: Friday, February.06, 2009 3:03 PM
To: Torre Taylor
Cc: Jenny Goodman; Dennis Sollenberger
Subject: RE: Agreement State
Attachments: Pre-Licensing Guidance.doc; Radiation Response Protocol.doc

Torre -
Here are the separate documents. Thanks
Pat

>>> Torre Taylor <Torre.Taylorbnrc.gov> 2/6/2009 11:13 AM >>>

Jenny and Pat - I wanted to check to make sure I understood something correctly.

With the response protocol section, there are 2 paragraphs - one is Pre-licensing guidance and the second is Radiatior

Response Protocol.

I wanted to make sure that the Pre-Licensing Guidance paragraph is replacing the old Attachment 2 in the 4.3 Licensinci
Program and is not intended to be included with the Radiation Response Protocol.

If this is correct, the Pre-Licensing Guidance paragraph should be put on a separate page. I don't think I can do that
since the documents are password protected. Could you just insert a page break and resend it?

thanks, Torre

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Jenny Goodman [mailto:Jenny.Goodman(dep.state.ni.usI
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2009 9:43 AM
To: Torre Taylor
Cc: Patricia Gardner; Dennis Sollenberger
Subject: RE: Agreement State

Torre,We added a sentence about reactive inspections in the Introduction to 4.7.1 and. the pre-licensing and response protoco

section. Also attached is a revised title page for the Rad Response Protocol. The organizational chart has been changed
to reflect our current staffing. Section 4.6.3 has been revised to indicate the last vacancy will be filled by April 2009,
and that Inspection Accompaniments are with both NRC and qualified State Inspectors at NRC and State licensed
facilities (Jack Tway went with a State Inspector to a State broad scope licensee). The Introduction to 4.6.1 was revise(
to reflect the current staffing percentages. And finally, the staffing plan was revised.
Let us know if you need anything else.
Jenny

> > > Torre Taylor <Torre.Taylor@. nrc.qov> 2/5/2009 5:11 PM > > >
thanks! I'll get this all together tomorrow and we'll be moving along.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Jenny Goodman [mailto:Jenny.Goodman dep.state. ni. us]
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2009 5:08 PM
To: Dennis Sollenberger; Torre Taylor
Cc: Patricia Gardner
Subject: Agreement State

Here are the updated versions of the material we discussed. I will send you the revisions to the title page of the NJ
Protocol (Event and Allegations section) and a paragraph for how we decide what kind of response we do tomorrow.
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